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Few companies are leading the way, what’s common in their strategy?

Every organization, we know or heard of, are on their Digital Transformation Journey. A research done over the years shows that success
percentage is very low, less than 30 percent. The same survey says 7 percent of these transformations didn’t survive for the long
run. We looked at how and why successfully transformed companies are leading the way in comparison to their peers.

Do companies really need to transform?
A decade back, the Big ate the Small, Now the Fast eat the
Slow.
Organizations that innovate and transform rapidly replace, complacent
and slow ones. The Financial Times Global 5000 list from 2007 just has
two companies still in the Top 10 position – Microsoft and Exxon Mobil.
Microsoft remained in the list for reasons known to all – Customer
Centricity, Continuous Innovation, and Building Digital Products and
Services.

The list of 2019 is well-dominated by ‘Digital, Innovative
and Customer-First’ organizations.
Companies like Apple, Amazon, Alphabet, Berkshire Hathway, Facebook, Alibaba, Tencent Holdings, Johnson & Johnson and Exxon
Mobil have replaced once-market leaders like General Electric, Citigroup, AT&T, Toyota, Gazprom, etc. As per the CEOWORLD
Magazine, Apple tops the list with a market value of $961 billion, followed by Microsoft ($946) and Amazon ($916 billion) placed
second and third, respectively.

What have these companies done over the years to emerge as market leaders in the hypercompetitive era. There’s a common
thread between their successful business transformations i.e.

Delivering Hypercognitive Digital Experiences based on Data and Insights for Customers with
complete Optimization of Underlined Business Processes.

There are four things successful
organizations mastered to deliver such
experiences.
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Deliver Faster

How are we loosing new clients to our competitors? Twenty years ago, hardly any CEO would have considered the reason of releasing
Minimum Viable Product, while doing enhancements later. Those who did replaced once-very-profitable companies like Blockbuster and
Borders. Today, none of the executives will argue on the fact that delivering with quality at a speed is the ‘only’ success factor for Digital
era. So, what sets these successfully transformed organizations apart from others?
These dynamic organizations started releasing products with the concept of ‘Minimum Viable Product’. These teams are always in ‘Ready
to Ship’ mode with short features list / building products in an iterative cycle and keeping a feedback loop for customers’ requirements.
Companies saw the benefits of releasing Minimum Viable Products (MVPs) as creating a space for innovation, timely releases, reduces
bugs and rework time, and be in the market for customers.

Organizations have tried various methods to deliver fast,
one software delivery practice that lived up to the
expectations is DevOps (the integration of all teams).
So how these organizations practice DevOps?
As much as DevOps presents an opportunity for faster releases, it brings in challenge of adopting and scaling it the right way. There’s no
fixed blueprint for it.
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Let’s take an example of Apple’s way of Continuous Delivery. Richard Durnall
described Apple’s strategy on Twitter as:

Brilliant and unwavering product vision from a few amazing
folks going to market infrequently with huge ceremony.
The word ‘infrequent’ mismatches with DevOps idea of pushing code releases. But DevOps is not always delivering continuously but
delivering brilliant and unwavering product vision launched at a huge ceremony is one form of DevOps. Apple showed various examples
of working as lean start up in the form of a detailed formal Product Development process, mandating lengthy Product Requirement
documents, and Engineering Specifications before Implementation started. Although, they kept deliveries less frequent yet with utmost
customer satisfaction and quality, aligned to the company’s vision.
Similarly, other companies like Amazon, Microsoft have developed their own ways of DevOps and Continuous Delivery. While the basics of
Continuous Integration and Continuous Development remains same, teams must develop their best way of practising it and achieving
mastery in it.

It’s not possible to imitate Continuous Delivery model from any company. Why?
Applications, team, requirements and customers have stark differences. Practices become ideal with iterating, and experimenting
new ways, when failed. Qentelli stresses on bringing Cultural Change to drive DevOps successfully.

But the true DevOps includes these
shared principles

How does DevOps in practice look like?
Goals can be different.

Collaborative Culture

Practices vary in terms of applications, tools, teams
and infrastructure.

Automation of Processes
Automation of all QA and Security Activities
Measurement of KPIs
Continuous Feedback

SCM / Version
Build Scripts
Dependency Map
Component Deploy
System Deploy

Automated
Provisioning

Development
Automation: it’s
all Code

DevOps

Save it
Version it
Measure it
Evolve it

Automated
Build & Deploy

Operations

Quality
Assurance
(QA)

Continuous Feedback

Image management
Patch Management
Auto Env Deploy
Start / Stop Scripts
Rolling Updates
Security Config
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Automated
Testing

Test Scripts
Test Deploy
Load / Soak Scripts
Data provisioning
Baseline Benchmarks
Testing Reports
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Traditional Software Delivery

Continuous Software Delivery

Time to
Delivery

Internal Software Release Once every
3-6 months

Internal Software Release multiple times a day (or daily)

Quality
and Testing

Manual testing of upto 50% of software
releases performed by large teams

Automated testing with more than 80% coverage requires
limited human intervention to validate

Software
Deployment

Maunal deployment of software can
take 30-50 individual steps; limited
sucess

Fully automated deployment of software; one-click
process can launch more than 50 steps at a time

Monitoring
& Support

Reactive software health-monitoring
issues, downtime reported to users in
hours, days

Proactive software health-monitoring issues,
downtime reported to users in seconds; preventive
actions taken at defined thresholds

Infrastructure
Setup

Infrastructure setup can take
3-4 weeks or longer, manual and highly
error-prone process

Automated provisioning of new infrastructure setup
and configuration in less than 10 minutes (end to end)

Be Ready to Scale

With the release of MVPs, organizations must prepare themselves for rapidly changing customer needs. IT teams need to prepare
infrastructure for evolving and scaling applications to complement hyper agile applications while keeping a check on the costs.

So how these successful organizations ensure scalability with the evolving needs of
customers?

As per a survey, Digital Transformation is powering public
cloud engagement and adoption. The top six factors
driving cloud adoption today are IT agility (62%), DevOps
(58%), Mobility (55%), Artificial Intelligence & Machine
Learning (50%) and Internet of Things (45%).

In 2014, Berkshire Hathaway Specialty Insurance (BHSI) chose SaaS delivery model, rather than building it for its insurer’s policy, billing
and claims functions. BHSI benefitted from Cloud Strategy by managing IT costs in a better way, getting a scalable single core system to
improve business agility. These benefits are characteristics of successful business organizations.
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How Cloud supports Business Transformation?
As we defined above Delivering Hypercognitive Digital Experiences is crucial for successful Business Transformation. Cloud takes
care of the Delivering part of these experiences with providing Agility, Scalability, Ease of Use and Availability of applications round
the clock.
Cloud supports the new-age architectures like Microservices and Containers for building and shipping applications faster to the
market. The advent and adoption of Kubernetes removes the boundary between multi-cloud usage and adoption.
Cloud enables Digital Transformation by providing required Infrastructure, Platform as a Service and High-Computing power for
teams to stay agile. Teams can scale up and down cloud resources based on their requirements. It supports the concept of MVPs
with faster prototyping of ideas or new features with the need for complicated resources or infrastructure.

How does Cloud in practice look like?
Detailed Cloud journey Roadmap with the key Business
Objectives for adopting a Cloud Strategy.
Building a Cloud Governance Strategy and committee to
ensure the Cloud Standards are met and implemented.
Identify and define Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) to
measure Current versus Future outcomes with Cloud
Strategy.

Develop a program to enforce Cultural Change.
Adopt Agile and DevOps practices to leverage
Microservices and Containers technologies.
Adopt industry open standards and open source
technologies.
Adhere to best practices of Cloud Adoption and Security
from the planning stages.

Leverage Data & Analytics

Digital transformation is an application war. Who’s winning this war?
The one who is constantly upgrading their applications to provide a superior customer experience with new and useful features.

How are successful companies doing it?
Successful businesses are making most of the data generated by applications in form of application logs, user activity data,
performance metrics, and so on.
Alphabet’s acquisition of Looker, an analytics and business intelligence startup is a great move to capture analytics and improve its
cloud-based services for enterprises customers. This is a move from data-giant to come up with specialized data offerings for
Enterprise customers. We will see customized data offerings from Google in near future catering to specific business needs. Not just
Alphabet, pick any successful business and you will find they are using data and analytics in best way to harness the power in
releasing better applications.
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How companies can leverage Data and Analytics for boosting Business Transformation?
Successfully transformed businesses have an empowered decision-making process supported by data. Netflix saves $1 billion per
year on customer retention using its recommendation engine. According to a BARC research report, businesses investing time and
efforts on Data Analytics saw a profit increase of 8 percent, and a 10 percent reduction in overall cost.
Every company has a distinct transformation goal. Capturing data and applying analytics depend on what kind of transformation
goals they want to achieve. Application data can help businesses in improving their application features and performance.
Similarly, for an e-commerce store capturing web and mobile application user-activity data is crucial. IoT can help in collecting
data from a manufacturing facility by implementing sensors, cameras and other monitoring devices.
Analytics when applied to these data sets give an accurate picture and empowers leaders in decision making. These can help to
compare, visualize and decide for the future events and optimize processes.

As per Chicago Analytics Group, Data Analytics gives 4 major benefits:

25%

Faster innovation
cycles

17%

Improved business efficiencies /
higher productivity

13%

More effective R&D

12%

Product / Service differentiation

Not a mere coincidence that these are the concurrent goals of
organizations looking to transform them digitally.

Plan your AI strategy

According to a recent survey, Human Amplification in the Enterprise, 98 percent of respondents who used AI-supported activities to
power Digital transformation said it had generated additional revenue for their organizations, with 56 percent saying it made more than
$10 million.
AI and Machine Learning (ML) is becoming commonplace and have potential to deliver major benefits. AI-powered products and
solutions give ultimate advantage combating mediocrity to deliver superior experiences. 2018 Gartner’s CIO Survey found that in the last
four years, AI implementation grew by a massive 270 percent.
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The first level AI implementation in Call Centers,
Recommendation Engines, etc. delivered Operational level
efficiencies. The second level of AI- implementation can
aid in achieving the Business Transformation
organizations need to sustain the digital age. These are
some ways AI can benefit organizations–
Improve in-built intelligence within current products.
Build intelligent and seamless experiences putting
customers at the center.
Deliver highly personalized experiences throughout the
buying cycle.

How does Machine Learning look like in
practice?
Data-rich and Digitally ahead organizations have built their
own customized business models for the specific business
challenges. With the ML practices becoming prevalent,
start-ups and companies are also offering Machine Learning
as a Service (MLaaS) offering. There are ready-made models
built for standard business processes such as invoicing, data
entry, first-level customer service, identifying patterns and
correlations. The choice between Custom Models and MLaaS
largely depends on the application, data, industry and end goal
of Business Transformation.

Automate non-core activities in businesses.

The success of Business Transformation powered by
Digital depends on:
How business and technical teams adopt Agile mindset
with DevOps way of delivering applications.
Cloud adoption to bring in modern infrastructure and
capabilities for delivering hyper-connected applications.
Sustainable transformation on the grounds of Data and
Analytics
Implement AI and ML models to build visionary and
Customer-Centric business models
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Defining a business transformation is a continually
evolving journey and these are the four pieces of
successful business transformation. It’s unlikely
that any organizations can get all of them right.
Strategic partnerships and collaborations with right
partner is the way ahead.
Our Orchestrated Engineering capabilities deliver
comprehensive transformation experiences from
start to finish to achieve desired business vision.
Talk to our Digital Transformation experts to create
your success story.
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About us
Qentelli

Qentelli, a technology company based out of Dallas, TX accelerates digital transformation and cloud transformation
journeys
through
implementation
Automate
non-core
activities
in businessesof DevOps, Automation, Agile transformation, AI and Deep learning. Qentelli is known for
its tailored orchestrated engineering efforts to safeguard companies while they commence their transformational journey.
Forrester recently recognized Qentelli’s efforts at using AI and ML in augmenting human testers.

Ashok Boddeda comes with an experience of more than 16 years on Microsoft
technologies from Operating Systems to Artificial Intelligence. A result-oriented and
technology focused leader, he played various roles from a Developer to Key
Management with experience across multiple business domains such as Presales &
Sales, Customer Engagement, Project Execution, Delivery and Post implementation
managed services.

Ashok Boddeda
AVP of Engineering
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